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Sensory and motor functions are the essential foundation for living of animals
and humans. Neural systems operate for those two functions and when the
systems for either of functions are injured or infected, self-limited protective
mechanisms become active in order to normalize the damaged conditions. Evidence
is accumulating that in�ammation is importantly engaged in this process. Moreover,
conversion of an in�ammatory state into a chronic form o�en threatens the health of
those systems in itself. Multiple aspects of inherited disorders in sensory and motor
functions also imply that deviated interactions between the neural components and
the in�ammatory mechanism may participate in the pathology.

In this special issue, we are setting the stage for discussing novel �ndings and theories
about in�ammatory pathophysiology in sensory and motor mechanisms.�is issue
will be open to approaches at various levels such as molecular, cellular, animal,
and human viewpoints for general in�ammatory paradigms, particular diseases, or
therapeutic strategies.

We encourage potential authors to submit original research articles and review
articles that explore the pathologic or protective roles of in�ammatory players in
sensory and motor dysfunctions. In addition, we are also interested in studies that
try to de�ne how their novel �ndings in in�ammation contribute to understanding
unknown mechanisms in the neural pathologies.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

Pathological in�ammations in the sensory and motor neurons
Acute or chronic pain modulations
Conversion into chronic neuroin�ammations
Traumatic or inherited sensory or motor dysfunctions
Self-protective mechanisms or therapeutic strategies

Authors can submit their manuscripts via the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/mi/smm/.
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